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Compression plug-in that will enable you to achieve the classic uncompressed sound
from the mastering process. Perfect for mastering without pumping. This
compressor offers a VCA model, an Opto model, and a Program Dependent
Envelope (PDE). PDE reduces pumping and increases the sound's loudness. The
filters in the side chain can be used to modify the frequency response, but also to
compress any band you choose. PDE also offers a fair amount of automation as the
compressor can be set to different levels and let the user decide how much
compression to achieve. PDE can be set as constant level, or just before the band's
compression. The compressor can also be set to remain silent when the input
reaches a certain level and automatically close off when the level decreases. It is
important to mention that this compressor offers no latency. Thus it is perfect for
real time creative environments, such as the studio or stage. Key Features: ￭ Feed
forward VCA and Opto modeled compression ￭ Smooth or Warm sound processing
￭ PDE for maximum loudness and minimum pumping ￭ Input Filter to remove sub-
noise and DC ￭ Side Chain Compression (Key In) ￭ Side Chain Filters and
Listening button ￭ Output Mix and Phase Inversion ￭ AB comparisons ￭ Silent
knobs and buttons ￭ Presets ￭ 64 Bit Internal Processing ￭ Supports sampling rates
up to 192kS/s ￭ Low CPU usage ￭ No latency ￭ Detailed Users Manual
Requirements: ￭ VST Host System Requirements: VST Host System Requirements:
Valve Studio 2013 Requirements: Apple Mac OS X 10.4 or later version of Mac OS
X AUGUST (00:00:00) SUMMARY This plug-in is available in three versions:
stereo, stereo with side chain, and mono with side chain. INPUT Input channels:
stereo or mono; Sample rate: 8, 16, 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4, 192, 352.8, or 448.2
kHz; Data format: float; Input filter length: 12 seconds; Input gain: not applicable;
Input DC offset: not applicable; Input peak level: not applicable; Input limiters
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Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 is a powerful, multi-effects plugin that is used as a
hybrid compressor. This compressor is an ideal tool to get that little extra kick when
mixing and mastering. Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 features a warm dry and smooth
sound profile, with a pushbutton that can be used to switch between both sounds. It
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is the best tool to add some bottom compression on drums or bass. Use this little
secret tool to get the best result on the final mix. Plug-In Type: VST, VST3, AU,
AAX Format: 32/64 Bit Drivers: Windows 7/Vista/XP 32/64 Bit Dont forget to
follow me on facebook Website: The compressor tool delivers considerable
distortion when applied to 'dry' signals. This is useful for audio applications where a
lower distortion is preferred, which is often the case for recording, broadcast and
mastering. This Is The Fastest Compressor Ever! Let Me Know In The Comments
How It Compresses Compared To Your Old Compressor!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*How To Compress:* ----------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------ *If you're not signed up you can
watch over 250 more:* How to compress a vocal: 2 - We'll be using an old favorite
for this example, the Pod Farm Maestro pf_m_compressor.exe 10 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
09e8f5149f
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The more compressor is getting used, the more it is losing its performance. The
Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 plugin offers VCA and Opto modeled compression that
offers smooth or warm sound processing. The Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 performs
a program dependent envelope (PDE) to decrease pumping and increase loudness.
The Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 offers low and high cut filters in the side chain. ￭
Feed forward VCA and Opto modeled compression The compression dynamics are
very smooth, especially in the Opto mode, with a "woody" sound. The compressor
can be dialed in the mix itself, making it very easy to get a desired amount of
compression to the track. ￭ Side Chain Compression (Key In) The side chain
compression offers compressions for each input channel. Two sets of filters can be
used for side chain compression, the first set is used for gain reduction, while the
second set is used for frequency dependent compression. The user can input two
levels for each channel which makes a total of four different settings. The user can
listen to the final compressed signal to decide whether a frequency dependent
compression is best suited for the track. ￭ Side Chain Filters and Listening button
The user can also listen to the side chain compression through a side chain button on
the back panel of the plugin. If the button is pressed a yellow peak meter will be
displayed, showing the side chain compression level to the user. A small band pass
filter helps to remove unwanted compression at lower frequencies. ￭ Output Mix
and Phase Inversion The compressed signal is mixed and inverted to the original
signal. This way for a pure balanced mix. ￭ AB comparisons The plugin can be used
as a pre- and post compressor, or it can be set as a send compressor. ￭ Presets The
Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 plugin offers presets in the side chain compressor
section, as well as a general compressor section which can be switched in and out
when using the plugin as a pre- or post compressor. ￭ 64 Bit Internal Processing By
running the Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 plugin in Windows 7 with SSE2 you get 64
bit internal processing. Running the Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 plugin with only 32
bit processing will severely affect CPU load, making it difficult to run the
compressor in real
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Golden Uni-Pressor GUP 1 is designed with two VCA's and two Opto's for high-
end tracking and mixing. It has been designed to deliver a natural sounding signal
for mono or stereo recording and mastering with an improved loudness and no pop
and artifacts. The Golden Uni-Pressor has an integrated master channel output
which you can use for low level tracking or as a monitor input. Having two sides is a
great way to control gain and have the option to mix the audio. Golden Uni-Pressor
GUP 1 Features: ￭ Feed forward VCA and Opto modeled compression ￭ Smooth or
Warm sound processing ￭ PDE for maximum loudness and minimum pumping ￭
Input Filter to remove sub-noise and DC ￭ Side Chain Compression (Key In) ￭ Side
Chain Filters and Listening button ￭ Output Mix and Phase Inversion ￭ AB
comparisons ￭ Silent knobs and buttons ￭ Presets ￭ 64 Bit Internal Processing ￭
Supports sampling rates up to 192kS/s ￭ Full VST automation ￭ Low CPU usage ￭
No latency ￭ Detailed Users Manual Requirements: ￭ VST Host System Golden Uni-
Pressor GUP-1 Tutorials: ￭ General Audio Loopback Tutorial ￭ Creating an EQ ￭
Compression Tutorial ￭ Comparing A and B ￭ Mixing with GUP-1 ￭ How to Use
the Side Chain Compression Golden Uni-Pressor GUP 1 Demo Music Files: All
digital audio is hosted on a password protected website. Login is required in order to
access files. Contact Us: Email: support@goldenunipressor.com Phone:
+1-920-500-2561 Company website: www.goldenunipressor.com Golden Uni-
Pressor GUP-1 - Medium Feedback: "Great plugin overall, if you are looking for a
general purpose compressor or even just a starting point for a custom one I would
give this one a try." Golden Uni-Pressor GUP-1 - Positive Feedback: "Amazing for
tracking and making a great monitor for the studio, try it." Goldie Audio &
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System Requirements For Golden Uni-Pressor | GUP-1:

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2540M 2.4 GHz (4th-gen), Intel® Core™ i5-4590T
2.8 GHz (3rd-gen) RAM: 8 GB DirectX: Version 11 HDD: 30 GB Windows 7/8/10,
all editions A stable internet connection The game is optimized for NVIDIA®
GeForce® GTX graphics cards, for Intel® i7/i5 processors. You can also enjoy the
game with Intel® integrated
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